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Elkesley Neighbourhood Development Plan
1 Introduction
1.1

What is the Elkesley Neighbourhood Plan?
This Neighbourhood Development Plan has been prepared by and for the local people of
Elkesley Parish. The Localism Act 2011 provided new powers for Parish Councils to
prepare land use planning documents. The Parish area shown in Figure 1 below was
designated as a Neighbourhood Plan area and Elkesley Parish Council was designated as
a qualifying body to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan in July 2012.

1.2

This Neighbourhood Plan is a new type of planning document. Working with and on
behalf of its parishioners, Elkesley Parish Council has prepared this land use plan that
will shape future growth across the parish. The Parish Council has assessed the
development required to enable the village to remain sustainable serving current and
future residents. When it has been made by Bassetlaw District Council (following rigorous
consultation and a local referendum) the policies will be used in assessing planning
applications in the Neighbourhood Plan area.

1.3

The document has been prepared by the Elkesley Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group.
Membership includes local residents and local councillors and is led by Elkesley Parish
Council. The Plan runs from 2015-2028 and includes the whole of the Parish of
Elkesley, shown in the map above.

1.4

Various Public Consultations have been held to gain an understanding of the views of
residents, businesses and key agencies that operate within Elkesley (see web site
http://elkesleyneighbourhoodplan.weebly.com/ for the full reports).

1.5

In addition an Affordable Housing Survey has been undertaken for the Plan area to
substantiate the policies where no local evidence was available. All the key statistics
referred to in this Plan are pulled together in the document About Elkesley that is
available on the web site http://elkesleyneighbourhoodplan.weebly.com/.

1.6

The consultation feedback and the evidence from the studies have been combined and
are fundamental to the formulation of the policies within this Neighbourhood
Development Plan.
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Figure 1: Designated Neighbourhood Area
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1.7

1.8

Why are we doing a Neighbourhood Plan?
Elkesley is classified as a Rural Service Centre in Bassetlaw District Council’s Core
Strategy (2011) and development is expected to be ‘of a scale appropriate to the current
size and role of that settlement and limited to that which will sustain local employment,
community services and facilities’. Bassetlaw District Council’s Site Allocations
Development Plan Document (withdrawn 2014) proposes that 11 houses will be
allocated in Elkesley up to 2028. The site proposed and the principle of residential
development on it is supported by local people through this Plan. This has however been
withdrawn by BDC as the evidence base used was determined to be out of date.
Consultation for this Neighbourhood Plan has revealed a need for specific housing types
to suit the needs of local people and recognition that more housing, with the right
planning policy context, could benefit the village. There are two reasons for this:
a) concern that the existing community facilities like the school, the post office and
the pub will struggle to remain viable without an increase in younger families
coming to the village; and
b) the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) contribution derived from new dwellings
could ensure that housing growth in the Plan area brings with it additional
benefits like environmental improvements and enhanced recreational facilities
that enable the Community Vision in the Neighbourhood Plan to be realised.

1.9

How the Neighbourhood Plan fits into the Planning System
Planning policy has always been formulated at District level and Bassetlaw District
Council continues to have a legal duty to provide this via its Adopted Core Strategy 20112028. Both this Neighbourhood Plan and Bassetlaw’s planning policies must also be in
general conformity with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

1.10 A map showing the extent of the development boundary is listed at Appendix A. This
Neighbourhood Plan does not propose any development outside this boundary except in
accordance with Policy 6 (Yew Tree Road) and Policy 11 (Extension of non-vehicular
routes).
1.11 Elkesley Parish Council has worked collaboratively with Bassetlaw District Council and
the policies in the Elkesley Neighbourhood Plan are in general conformity with higher
level planning policies to ensure it meets Schedule 4B of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990.
1.12 Having done the statutory six week consultation period, which was run for 8 weeks over
the Christmas period the Elkesley Neighbourhood Development Plan will be publicised
for a further six weeks by Bassetlaw District Council, in accordance with the
Neighbourhood Plan Regulations 2012. After this the Plan will be a consideration in the
determination of any planning applications within the Parish.
1.13 After the examination (by an independent examiner) and a successful local referendum,
this Plan will form part of the statutory development plan and will carry significant weight
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in the determination of planning applications along with the policies in Bassetlaw District
Council’s 2011-2028 Core Strategy and the National Planning Policy Framework.
1.14 The Elkesley Neighbourhood Development Plan should be read as a whole and in
conjunction with national policies and with Bassetlaw District Council’s planning policies.
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2 Consultation
2.1

The successful production of a Neighbourhood Development Plan requires an open
process and on-going consultation. It also requires the involvement of a wide range of
people in terms of their ages and where they live across the Plan area.

2.2

Approximately 400 people have attended workshops, drop in consultations or replied to
questionnaires. Whilst there will have been some duplication in those people
participating in the range of consultation sessions, this still shows significant
engagement in a population of 822 people.

2.3

In addition a questionnaire was sent to every household so everyone has had the
opportunity to comment on the emerging Plan, 136 responses were received. This
questionnaire and the results can be found in the supporting document ‘Consultation
Summary’.1

2.4

Feedback from all the other consultation events undertaken have been collated and
summarised in the Consultation Summary. They both provide a full analysis on the
format and feedback from the consultation prior to the Plan being written. These reports
can be found on the neighbourhood plan web site:
http://elkesleyneighbourhoodplan.weebly.com

2.5

The Draft Neighbourhood Plan was consulted on between the 24th November 2014 until
the 18th January 2015. This 8 week time frame was selected for the consultation period
rather than the statutory 6 weeks to allow extra time to cover the Christmas period,
ensuring everyone had an opportunity to comment on the Draft Plan. The document itself
was available to view on the Neighbourhood Plan website and a link to this was emailed
to a list of consultees, local residents were also made aware of the consultation period
through a newsletter delivered to all households.

2.6

Paper copies, for reference, were also made available in the foyer at the Memorial Hall
and other locations around the village for residents to view and these were identified in
the newsletter that was sent to all households.

2.7

Responses received were recorded by the Steering Group and considered, the Plan was
then amended where necessary to reflect these comments. A list of these comments
received and how they were considered are available to view in the ‘Consultation
Statement’ document, also available on the Neighbourhood Plan website.

The Consultation Summary can be found on the Elkesley Neighbourhood Plan web site at
http://elkesleyneighbourhoodplan.weebly.com/
1
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3 Introduction to Elkesley
3.1

Location
The Parish of Elkesley is located in the south of Bassetlaw District in close proximity to its
two most prominent urban centres of Worksop (8 miles to the north-west) and Retford (6
miles to the north). The A1 dissects the Parish running diagonally from the north-west to
the south-east. Whilst the A1 provides residents with excellent access to the wider area,
the access roads linking the village to the A1 are dangerous. The Highways Agency are
upgrading this section of the A1 with works due to be completed in mid-2015.

3.2

The village of Elkesley is situated to the south of the A1 and north of Elkesley Wood. The
River Poulter runs through the Plan area and there are 5 Local Wildlife Sites wholly or
partially in the Plan area. The old part of the village follows a linear pattern along an old
coach road now known as the High Street.

3.3

To the north of the A1 and partly within the Parish is a small private airport known as
Retford/Gamston Airport and Elkesley Park Industrial Estate. The industrial estate
consists of warehousing and distribution units. Robin Hood Way, a way marked long
distance footpath from Nottingham Castle to Edwinstowe, also runs through the south of
the village.

3.4

Historical Development
The area is believed to have been settled for around 1600 years, however the earliest
recorded mention of the village is in the Domesday Book were the settlement of
Elchesleie / leig / lie is mentioned. The use of the village and the surrounding area is to
this day predominantly agricultural, with the initial landowner of the area being Roger de
Busli who was rewarded for his role in the invasion of 1066 with substantial lands
covering South Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire. The medieval church dates from the 13th
Century. In 1832 Elkesley contained 73 houses with 377 inhabitants. These figures
change little throughout the 19th century.

3.5

The Second World War resulted in the development of Gamston Airfield as an RAF
training base for pilots involved in bombing exercises. At the end of the war, this was
converted into a private airfield and an Industrial Estate.

3.6

In the latter part of the 20th Century the village was extended by two developments.
Headland Avenue and Lawnwood Avenue, to the west, were built between 1950 and
1970 for the colliery workers of Bevercoates Pit (which closed in 1993). The Yew Tree
Road estate, whose boundary adjoins parts of the old village, was built in the 1970’s and
further developed in the 1990’s.

3.7

For more detail on the history of the parish please refer to the supporting document
‘About Elkesley’.2

Understanding Elkesley is found on the Neighbourhood Plan web site
http://elkesleyneighbourhoodplan.weebly.com/
2
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3.8

Elkesley Today
Table 1 provides some key statistics for the Parish of Elkesley taken from the supporting
document ‘About Elkesley’.
Table 1: Key Statistics3

Elkesley Today: Key Statistics
Demographics

Elkesley

Bassetlaw District

Total Population

822

112,863

Population aged 14 and under

19.3% (159)

16.6% (18,747)

Population aged 15 – 64

63.5% (522)

61.2% (67,154)

Population aged 65 +

17.2% (141)

22.2% (20,942)

Health

Bad/Very
Bad

Very Good/Good

76.5%

Total No of Dwellings

Housing Type
Housing Size

6.7%

340
Owned
Outright

Owned with
Mortgage/loan

35.9%

35.6%

Socially
Rented

Private
Rented

14.7%

11.2%

Detached

Semi-detached

Terraced

2 and under
bedrooms

3 bedrooms

4+ bedrooms

35.3%

54.7%

9.1%

53.5%

20.3%

18.8%

Employment

Elkesley

Bassetlaw District

All Residents aged 16-74

595

83,305

Economically Active (16-74)

67.6%

67.9%

Unemployed (16-74)

3.5%

4%

Other Information
Car/Van Availability

3

Bad/Very Bad

77.5%

6.1%
Elkesley

Housing

Housing Tenure

Very Good/Good

Elkesley
No Access

12.6%

1 Car/Van

45%

2 Car/Van

32%

Data obtained from the 2011 Census available at ‘https://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/’
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4 Key Issues
4.1

The key issues that were raised in the initial consultation and in discussion with the
Steering Group are set out below:
Table 2: Key Issues

Community Concerns

Neighbourhood Plan Opportunities

Ageing population – what will an
increasing proportion of the population
need in terms of housing, what will the
impact be on community cohesion over
the next 15 years?

Viability of the existing community
facilities – what are the implications for
the primary school, pub and shop of an
ageing population?

The Neighbourhood Plan enables greater
community influence to require specific
housing types (based on local evidence of
need) so that housing for older people can
be provided which in turn will release
some of the family housing for families.
The bottom up process engaged the
community more effectively and local
people could see that more development
could be acceptable if the community
could have a say in the policy, particularly
in relation to density, design and housing
type.
The Neighbourhood Plan can lever in
more investment to deliver environmental
and other improvements as outlined in
the Plan.

Limited local employment opportunities
means that local residents face long
commutes or have to move out of the
area.

The Neighbourhood Plan can support the
provision of employment opportunities in
the Parish by allocating land for
employment uses.

Site Allocations Development Plan
Document (now withdrawn) limited growth
to 11 dwellings means there is a limited
opportunity to attract younger families or
to provide for the needs of older people.

Elkesley Primary School
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5 Community Vision
5.1

The Community Vision was prepared following consultation with local people during
2013. The Community Vision focuses on how local people would like the area to be in
2028; it is a shared vision created using the views of local residents.

Community Vision
Elkesley Parish will develop and thrive, while retaining its rural character,
creating a sustainable community, through the provision of a mix of housing
types, local employment opportunities and the protection and enhancement
of important community facilities and environmental assets. Elkesley Parish
will become an area that is attractive for people to live, work and visit, for
current and future generations.
6 Community Objectives
6.1

The Community’s Neighbourhood Planning Objectives are more focussed, covering
different themes that local residents have highlighted as priorities for the Plan to
address. The objectives cover a range of economic, social and environmental issues that
together will ensure that the village can grow sustainably. The objectives reflect the key
issues for the community and the changes the local community want to see to ensure
Elkesley continues to thrive as a Rural Service Centre.

Community Objectives
Community Objective 1: Community Facilities: To promote a level of growth
that will be sufficient to maintain and increase (where viable) the range of
local services that enable Elkesley Parish to thrive.
Community Objective 2: Housing: To provide a mix of high quality housing
that reflects the types and housing tenures that are required by the local
community.
Community Objective 3: Employment: To provide local employment
opportunities and support economic growth and development in the area, in
sustainable locations.
Community Objective 4: Environment: To protect, enhance and (where
possible) extend open spaces, wildlife habitats and non-vehicular routes
through and out of the Plan area.
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Local Infrastructure Projects
6.2

One of the immediate benefits of preparing this Neighbourhood Plan is that the
community and the Parish Council have identified a series of projects directly related to
the plan policies which will play a key part in the implementation of this Plan. These
tasks are important to the community and whilst they are not part of the Neighbourhood
Plan they are listed in full in Appendix B.

6.3

More details of these projects can be found on the official Parish web site at
http://www.elkesleyvillage.org.uk/

6.4

Because of the Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Policy and the opportunity this
creates to lever in other public funds, development in the Plan area will bring with it
significant additional investment in the local community4. The identification of projects as
part of the Neighbourhood Plan process also serves to show local people how the Parish
Council propose to focus this investment.

7 Neighbourhood Development Plan Policies
7.1

The Neighbourhood Plan Policies will be used to aid the delivery of development in
Elkesley up to 2028. They are formulated based on the objectives and vision and will
contribute to the delivery of the growth requirements in Bassetlaw District Council’s Core
Strategy. If the District wide policy position changes before 2028 it is the expectation of
this community that as the proposals in this Plan meet local need and are locally
supported, additional site allocations within the village are not necessary unless it can be
shown that local need has increased or that there is community support for further
growth thereafter. Where this is the case it is likely that this Neighbourhood Plan will be
reviewed to allow a comprehensive review of this altered District position.

7.2

When development is proposed within Elkesley, decisions will be made using the policies
in this Neighbourhood Plan alongside those contained in BDC Core Strategy.

4

Unless the development is exempt in accordance with the regulations for example Self Build.
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8 The Need for Sustainable Development in Elkesley

8.1

Justification
Policy CS8 in Bassetlaw District Council’s Core Strategy applies to Elkesley. It requires
that up to 10% of the Districts’ housing requirement will be delivered in the 21 Rural
Service Centres. In the withdrawn Site Allocations Development Plan document the
District Council proposed a site allocation at Yew Tree Road in Elkesley to accommodate
11 dwellings.

8.2

As there have been 12 dwellings constructed between 2003 and 2014, if only those
dwellings promoted in the withdrawn Site Allocations Development Plan Document were
built, this would equate to a total of 23 dwellings being constructed between 2003 and
2028.

8.3

Local people have previously been opposed to further development in the village
because the design of schemes proposed have been incongruous with their wider
setting. People feared that new development would diminish the quality of the built
environment in Elkesley rather than enhance it.

8.4

It is significant that although the District Council’s proposals for 11 dwellings was based
on consultation with the local community, the Neighbourhood Plan process has allowed
people to discuss and understand more fully the implications of such a limited allocation;
the viability of the existing community facilities and the impact on social cohesion of a
village that does not offer a variety of houses for families to move in to or for those
wishing to down size.

8.5

Consultation showed that the provision of housing in Elkesley over the next 14 years is a
significant issue for local residents. Local people want more housing in the Parish than is
proposed by Bassetlaw District Council so long as it is brought forward as part of the
Neighbourhood Plan process where they can influence the policy context.

8.6

In addition to housing development on allocated site(s) there may be infill sites that
become available that by their nature cannot be identified at this time. It is important
that such infill development does not spoil the rural character of much of the village.
Policy 6 deals with this issue specifically.
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8.7

8.8

Community Comments
The Resident’s Survey5 (January 2014) asked several questions relating to housing
development in the Plan area. 136 responses were received, 40% of the households.
These findings were in line with the feedback from all other consultation events6. The
survey provided the following results:


65% of responses are in support of more housing being developed in the village of
Elkesley, of whom 88% are in favour of building more than 11 properties.



For detached and semi-detached properties, the preference is for larger 3-4+ bed
units, for bungalows the preference is for 2 bedroom units



High density development especially in the form of 3 storey town houses is not in
keeping with the rural character



Throughout the consultation process Yew Tree Road was identified by the majority of
respondents as the preferred development site.

Sustainable Development Principles
Elkesley has access to all the attributes that can contribute to creating a sustainable
settlement as defined in the National Planning Policy Framework although the
implications of an ageing population means its social attributes are under threat:



Economic - Access to the A1 and the presence of an industrial park means the Plan area
could offer more employment opportunities as well as being a good residential location
for people working in Doncaster, Sheffield, Worksop or Retford.



Environmental – Elkesley is an attractive village, with an historic centre surrounded by
open countryside with easy access to regional attractions like Clumber Park, Robin Hood
Way and National Cycle Route 6 (that runs from Watford to Windermere).



Social - The school is desperate for more pupils; it has one empty class room and it did
not achieve its intake quota of 15 pupils in 2014. There is also concern about the
commercial viability of the shop and pub and the post office only opens two afternoons a
week. The existing range of housing will not meet the needs of an ageing population or
provide dwellings suitable as starter homes.

8.9

To ensure Elkesley remains a sustainable community over the next 14 years there is a
requirement to ensure that there is:


Sufficient growth to support these local services; and



Sufficient choice of housing to meet the needs of the local community.

5
6

Available at http://elkesleyneighbourhoodplan.weebly.com/
See Elkesley Consultation Summary
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8.10 When commenting on development proposals Elkesley Parish Council will take a positive
approach that reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable development in
accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework. The Parish Council will work
proactively with applicants to find joint solutions, wherever possible, to secure
development that improves the economic, social and environmental conditions for the
whole Parish.
8.11 The Sustainable Development Policy below provides a positive framework for decision
making on planning applications as is required in the National Planning Policy
Framework. Development will be encouraged where it can be shown that the scheme
will be instrumental in achieving the community aim and vision outlined above. Policy 1
is overarching and is intended to sit alongside the topic specific policies detailed later on.

Policy 1: Sustainable Development
1. The Elkesley Neighbourhood Development Plan will take a positive approach to
development where this brings forward a balance of housing, employment,
retail and community development to ensure Elkesley remains an attractive
and vibrant place. All development over the Plan period will maximise the
environmental assets in and around Elkesley, improving access to the
countryside and open spaces for residents and visitors where applicable.
2. Development will be supported where it can be shown that such proposals
would support the continued viability of Elkesley by meeting at least one of
these criterion:
a. new homes of a size, type and tenure to meet local requirements; or
b. affordable housing of size and tenure to meet the objectively assessed,
local housing needs of the parish; or
c. infrastructure associated with leisure, recreational pursuits and social
and community activities within the parish; or
d. new and expanded business premises including small scale business
premises within Elkesley Park Industrial Estate
3. All development shall be designed and located having regard to the principles
and advice set out in this Neighbourhood Development Plan and shall be
located to ensure that the development does not significantly and adversely
affect the
a. amenity of nearby residents; and
b. character and appearance of that part of the village in which it is
located; and
c. social, built, historic, cultural and natural assets of the parish.
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9 Housing
Residential Design
9.1

Justification
The consultation feedback reveals clearly that local people expect design of all new
development to be of a high standard that complements the existing vernacular style.

9.2

Previous development of the village has been in three distinct locations and this has
made Elkesley feel disjointed. The proposed development site off Yew Tree Road fills in
the gap between the two newer estates. Policy 7 deals specifically with the Yew Tree
Road site, but the design principles detailed below and Policy 2 are expected to apply
across the village.

9.3

The three parts of the village are shown in Figure 2 on the following page.
Historic Core (Zone 1)

9.4

This part of the village is characterised by large narrow plots laid out perpendicular to the
road, most notably along the High Street but also with some on Park Lane. These are
typical of a settlement established in the medieval period. The plots follow a regular
pattern consisting mostly of farm buildings or cottages constructed in the late - 18th and
19th century. The majority of plots contain the farmhouse or cottage towards the road
frontage, with agricultural buildings sited behind.

9.5

This local style includes red brick with tile roofs and front gardens that set the building
line back from the road.

9.6

9.7

Headland Avenue & Lawnwood Avenue (Zone 2)
Houses in Zone 2 date from the 1950’s with the oldest houses fronting Coal Pit Lane.
The layout is linear running southwards with Headland Avenue becoming Lawnwood
Lane providing direct access out to Brough Lane. Headland Avenue forks becoming
Lawnwood Avenue which is a cul-de-sac. The layout and housing design is typical of mid20th century development across the country. The properties are two storeys, front
facing on generous plots and made of red bricks with tiled roofs. The Nursery & Primary
School is also located in this part of the village.
Yew Tree Road (Zone 3)
These houses are of 1970’s construction with a cul-de-sac layout. The dwellings are a
mixture of bungalows and two storey houses and are made of red brick with tiled roofs,
some additional development occurred in the 1990’s providing affordable housing.
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Figure 2: Elkesley Village Design Areas

Zone 1
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9.8

Census data suggests that 43% of households have 2 or more cars7 and as a result of
this there are areas in the village where off street parking is an issue. The historic nature
of Zone 1 means that dwellings were not designed to accommodate cars. This is
particularly an issue on Park Lane where the road is also quite narrow. The difficulty with
on street parking is exacerbated along Headland Avenue and Lawnwood Avenue. These
houses were designed to accommodate one car off road so there are particular problems
where residents park additional cars on the road. This frequently means buses cannot
easily drive along both Headland Avenue and Lawnwood Avenue and this could also
impede emergency service vehicles.

9.9

It is important that future development in the village recognises its rural location and the
likelihood that there will be more than one car per household. Plot sizes should
accommodate a minimum of two cars, where possible on driveways.

9.10 Building for Life 12 is a tool kit that helps promote urban design best practice. It can be
used at all stages in the design process to check that new development is meeting the
standards required.
9.11 In 2013 Bassetlaw District Council adopted a Supplementary Planning Document
‘Successful Places a Guide to Sustainable Housing Layout and Design’ which embraces
Building for Life 12. This document is intended to provide a tool kit for
1. communities helping them articulate their aspirations in terms of good design and
2. developers to assist them in producing planning applications to the best design
standards.
9.12 The Supplementary Planning Document also endorses the use of BFL 12 as a ‘national
standard for well-designed homes and neighbourhoods and is about creating good
places to live.’

Policy 2: Design
1. Where applicable, new development will only be supported where it
demonstrates:
a. layouts that maximise opportunities to integrate development in with the
existing settlement through creating new connections and improving
existing ones to and from new development; and
b. consideration of local character in terms of street types, building detailing,
colours, shapes and materials, landscaping and relationships between
public and private spaces and how these might be used; and
c. designs that draw upon local character to ensure new development
enhances the distinctiveness and quality of the Plan area as a whole
2. Where practicable plot sizes should be large enough to accommodate a minimum
of 2 off street parking spaces.
7

Data obtained from the 2011 Census available at ‘https://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/’
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Housing Mix and Type
Justification
9.13 There have been consultation sessions, a questionnaire and one specific event to allow
people to consider what type of housing and how much would be acceptable. These
discussions were informed by analysis of the current housing market in Elkesley8.
Table 5: Key Housing Facts
Key Housing Facts
Total No of Dwellings
Housing Tenure

340
Owned Outright

35.9%
Detached

Housing Type
Housing Size

35.3%
2 bedrooms and
under
20.3%9

Owned with
Mortgage/loan

Socially Rented

Semi-detached

Terraced

3 bedrooms

4+ bedrooms

35.6%
54.7%
53.5%

14.7%
9.1%

18.8%

9.14 The importance of providing a ‘mix of housing based on current and future demographic
trends’ is emphasised in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) paragraph 50.
The 2014 Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) provides evidence at a district
level that up to 2031 the proportion of older households will increase from 25% to 38%.
The SHMA states that ‘this may create significant demand for specialist accommodation’
The SHMA identifies a likely need ‘to support demand for bungalows and could
potentially support some increase in the need for affordable housing. Based on the
evidence we would expect the focus of new market housing provision to be on 2 or 3
bedroom properties.’
9.15 This supports Policy 3 of the Neighbourhood Plan which focuses on providing additional
market and affordable housing of a smaller size, particularly 2 bedroom properties.
9.16 Bassetlaw District Council’s 2011- 2028 Core Strategy also requires housing proposals
to show how they meet local need (in conjunction with meeting the District Council’s
housing target).
9.17 The demographic statistics in Table 2 shows that Elkesley has an ageing population.
Consultation feedback revealed that there will be demand for smaller housing suitable
for older people. Given that on average there are already fewer 2 bedroom houses in
Elkesley than across the District or regionally, the evidence would support a policy that
encouraged smaller housing in particular.

See more details in the Area Profile
The % of 2 bedroom houses in Elkesley is 3% less than the district average and 6.5% less than the
regional average based on Census 2011 data.
8
9
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9.18 Elkesley Parish Council commissioned a Housing Needs Survey10 to ascertain the
demand for various housing types.
The Survey also supports this approach as it
identified a need to ‘improve the supply of market level retirement properties’.
9.19 The provision of 2 bedroom bungalows would meet local need and would be particularly
supported as it would enable local people to stay within their community when they wish
to downsize and will, in turn, free up the larger housing more suitable for families.

Policy 3: Housing Mix & Type
1. New housing development should provide a mix of dwelling types and sizes to
meet the needs of local people based on the most up to date evidence
including the key findings of the most recent Elkesley Housing Needs Survey.

Affordable Housing
Justification
9.20 In terms of affordability the Housing Needs Survey notes that ‘Within Bassetlaw… there is
a marked difference between the house prices in the urban and the rural areas. Recent
house prices in the rural villages show the minimum price to purchase a 2 bedroomed
house was about £150,000 and there were very few properties for sale at this ‘lower
end of the market’. In reality a first time buyer would need an income of around £45,000
per year to buy a property in a rural village. More than 70% of households in these
villages are earning less than £45,000 per annum – most households earn between
£20,000 and £30,000.’
9.21 The average asking price for a house in Elkesley in 2014 was £190,000.11
9.22 The evidence shows that there are fewer first time buyer homes than the District or
regional average in the first place and that they will be out of the price range of some
local people. It is clear that some affordable housing should be provided as part of the
development. Presently Bassetlaw District Council’s Core Strategy requires 25% of all
housing developments in Elkesley to be affordable. Development on the Yew Tree Road
Site in accordance with the policies in this Neighbourhood Plan should deliver
approximately 7-8 affordable dwellings (based on 30 new homes, only 2- 3 would have
been provided as part of the District allocation of 11).
9.23 According to Elkesley’s Housing Needs Survey at least three affordable houses are
required in the Plan area to rent, one two bedroom and two three bedroom units.

10Available
11

at http://elkesleyneighbourhoodplan.weebly.com/
See Understanding Elkesley
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9.24 As the community are supporting the provision of more market housing on the basis that
it will provide additional benefits to the village, Policy 4 requires that those affordable
housing units be allocated based on a local connection criteria.
9.25 This Plan supports Bassetlaw District Council’s approach that requires all development of
affordable housing on market sites or exception sites to ensure it is allocated based on
specific local connection criteria as part of the S106 agreement in securing the planning
permission.
9.26 Rural exception sites are sites for affordable housing development in rural locations
where market housing would not normally be acceptable because of planning policy
constraints.
9.27 In summary the local connection criteria prioritizes as follows:





people who were born in Elkesley and have lived there for 5 years or more
people who have lived in the area for 5 years or more
people who used to live in Elkesley but moved away due to lack of affordable housing
people permanently employed in the parish for 5 years or more

9.28 The local connection criteria will be based on the most up to date evidence of local need
and be formalised within a legal agreement.

Policy 4: Allocation of Affordable Housing
1. All new affordable housing on market sites or rural exceptions sites in Elkesley
will be allocated based on a local connection criteria hierarchy, meaning that
people with a strong local connection to the Parish and whose needs are not
met by the open market will be first to be offered the tenancy or shared
ownership of the home. The terms for priority of selection will be based on the
most up to date evidence of local need and to be included in a legal agreement:
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Infill Development
Justification
9.29 It is possible that, over the Plan period, sites within the village will come forward for
redevelopment. Such schemes are still required to meet the design standards set out in
Policy 2. Given the local need for smaller market properties, downsizing for an ageing
population and the likelihood that some of these sites will be in the centre of the village
close to village amenities, smaller dwellings suitable for older people or those with
mobility issues will be particularly supported. Equally, smaller properties in the centre of
the village would also be suitable for young people looking to own or rent their first
property.
9.30 As Elkesley is a small rural village, development on infill plots is still expected to respect
the surrounding densities and the design character. This is in accordance with Policy
DM4Bi of the Core Strategy.
9.31 A small restrictive gap should be comparable in size and scale to the plots of adjoining
properties and should be able to accommodate the number of units proposed. The
dwellings should be of a similar size, scale and massing to those in the area with amenity
circulation space comparable to adjoining properties

Policy 5: Infill Development
1. Applications for residential developments on infill and redevelopment sites will
only be supported subject to proposals being of a high quality design and
meeting all relevant requirements set out in other policies in this Plan and
where such development meet all the following criteria:
a. fills a small restricted gap in an existing frontage or on other sites within
the built up area of the village where the site is closely surrounded by
buildings ; and
b. does not reduce the privacy or amenity of adjoining properties or is in
keeping with the character of the area particularly in relation to historic
development patterns and building plot size; and
c. does not reduce the privacy or amenity of adjoining properties
2. Where the scheme is for one dwelling the proposal must be in keeping with its
wider surroundings in relation to the historic development patterns or
building/plot sizes.
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Allocation of Land at Yew Tree Road
Justification
9.32 The principle of development on the Yew Tree Road site was already established in
March 2014 as part of the District Council’s consultation on its Site Allocations
Development Plan Document. In July 2014 at a Neighbourhood Plan consultation event
discussion went further; to seek the views on how many dwellings would be acceptable
on this site. The landowner was involved in the consultation and prepared an indicative
site layout to enable people to consider fully the implications of the proposal.
9.33 81% of attendees at the Yew Tree Road consultation in July 2014 supported the
development of approximately 30 new houses on the Yew Tree Road site to meet current
and future needs so long as:



The houses are in keeping with local character and design, to complement the
existing housing stock;



There are no three storey houses; these are not in character;



They provide housing of a type that is needed in the area, particularly properties
suitable for downsizing and first time buyers, as well as larger family homes;



Development is located on the Yew Tree Road Site, with access off Coal Pit Lane with
no vehicular connection to Yew Tree Road;



As part of the agreement there is a new community green space created to connect
the historic and more recent additions in the village12; and



The village has grown in three separate parts with the 20th century development
designed with very little reference to its setting in relation to the historic core of the
village or the countryside. The design and layout of development on Yew Tree Road
needs to show how it can pull the village together.

9.34 The consultation confirmed support for the Neighbourhood Plan to allocate 1.85
hectares of land off Yew Tree Road for the development of 30 houses. (The southern end
of this land was the proposed site in for 11 dwellings in Bassetlaw District Council’s Draft
Site Allocations Development Plan document.) An indicative masterplan was produced
for this showing the intended access, village green, retail unit as well as the site layout.
This masterplan is shown in Figure 2 on the following page.
9.35 Development must also include the provision of a Village Green, creating a focal point for
the village. More information on the need for an additional open space is discussed in
the section on the Environment.
9.36 This site is shown on Figure 3 on Page 26.

See Elkesley Residents’ Survey Analysis January 2014 and Elkesley Consultation at
http://elkesleyneighbourhoodplan.weebly.com/
12
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Figure 2: Masterplan for Yew Tree Road Site
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Policy 6: Yew Tree Road Site
1. The site identified in Figure 3 is allocated for in the region of 30 dwellings and
development proposals will only be supported where all the following criteria
are met:
a. the provision of public open space to be used as a ‘Village Green’ with a
minimum size of 0.37 hectares13; and
b. the open space should be suitably located on the site where it can be
accessed easily on foot by the whole village; and
c. a new single vehicular access point to the site off Coal Pit Lane; and
d. the existing hedges and trees along the boundary to be retained where
possible; and
e. a comprehensive landscape scheme is submitted to show how the
privacy of dwellings on Headland Avenue and Yew Tree Road will be
protected; and
f. a footpath will be provided that links Headland Avenue with Cedar Tree
View.
2. In addition to residential development, proposals should include the provision
of some B1, A1, A2 or A3, and A514 units unless it can be proven in an open
book viability assessment that this requirement renders the development of the
site unviable.15

Yew Tree Site

In accordance with Open Space Study 2010 and discussed in the environment section of this Plan
Use Classes Order 1987(as amended) and the General Permitted Development Order 1995 (as
amended) B1:light industry, A1: retail, A2: financial services, A3: cafes for more details: and A5 hot food
take away
13
14

15
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Figure 3: Allocated Site
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Example of high quality village green development
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10 Employment
Elkesley Park Industrial Estate
Justification
10.1 The 7 hectare Industrial Estate is located to the north of the village separated from it by
the A1. The area known as Elkesley Park Industrial Estate (EPIE) was developed for
employment uses in the early 1960’s by utilising existing buildings from its time as an
RAF base, the size and layout remain much the same.
10.2 Most of the older and larger buildings on the site date from the Second World War period
and are used for agricultural storage. In general all the buildings on the Estate are in a
poor state of repair and negotiations are ongoing to relocate some of the agricultural
storage buildings to free up parts of the site for redevelopment for employment use.
There are five businesses also located in the smaller units to the north and east of EPIE.
Figure 4 on the following page shows the extent of EPIE. The adjoining industrial area is
used for predominantly warehousing and distribution, with present occupiers such as the
Canute Group, this area is not the focus for this Plan.
10.3 Despite the Industrial Park being opposite the village it cannot be accessed from the
village without driving along the A1 going to the next junction and returning on the south
carriageway. The construction of a bridge over the A1 in 2015 affords shorter but not
direct vehicular access from Elkesley village. When completed this will have a significant
positive impact on the commercial viability of redeveloping the EPIE. Bassetlaw District
Council’s Employment Land Capacity Study 2010 identified the EPIE as ‘well suited to
attract large scale distribution inquiries’ Bassetlaw District Council intends to reassess
the site once the access bridge has been constructed.

EPIE (to the north of the A1)
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Figure 4: Elkesley Park Industrial Estate
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10.4 Any review of the potential redevelopment of the site would be in accordance with
Bassetlaw District Council’s Policy DM7 of the Core Strategy which has a presumption to
protect employment sites for economic development purposes. This Neighbourhood
Plan supports this approach. Increasing the provision of local employment will be a key
component in increasing the sustainability of the Parish and this Plan supports the
redevelopment of Elkesley Park Industrial Estate to attract new businesses that will
provide more local job opportunities.
10.5 Encouraging cycle access and parking at the employment site would be of direct benefit
to people living within the vicinity and would be supported. Ideally cycle storage should
be provided under canopies and across the site where there is natural surveillance.
Given the location of the EPIE in relation to the village, particular care should be taken to
ensure that landscaping schemes minimise the visual impact on its rural setting and the
village. Good examples of well-designed planting schemes are the B&Q and Wilkinson’s
sites nearby. The use of sustainable urban drainage systems creatively as part of the
landscaping scheme will be expected in accordance with the revised SUDS scheme that
comes into force in April 2015.

Policy 7: Elkesley Park Industrial Estate
1. Planning applications for B116, B2 and B817 uses will only be supported where
they meet all the following criteria:
a. development is located within the existing site as identified in Figure 4;
and
b. Development proposals should be accompanied by a full landscaping
scheme in order to minimise the visual impact of the proposed
development; and
c. the scheme contributes to the regeneration of the Industrial Park; and
d. Car parking should be appropriately located within the development; and
e. Facilities for cycle parking and wherever possible, links to existing and
proposed cycle routes are provided.
2. Planning applications for D118 use will be supported where they provide a
service that supports the other businesses.

B1 Offices (other than those that fall within A2), research and development of products and processes,
light industry appropriate in a residential area
17 B2 general industry, B8 warehousing
18 D1 non-residential institutions (day nurseries, creches)
16
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Small scale employment development within the village of Elkesley
Justification
10.6 Bassetlaw District Council’s Core Strategy Policy CS8 already supports proposals that
would deliver ‘rural employment opportunities, of a scale and type appropriate to the
settlement and surrounding land uses’ within the village.
10.7 A key component of this Neighbourhood Plan’s third objective (employment) is to
promote opportunities for working locally as a way of making Elkesley a more sustainable
place. The Residents questionnaire revealed that 94% of those who work travel by car to
destinations outside the village.
10.8 The consultation did provide a list of things that people would like to see in the village.
These were:


A dedicated post office building



Improvements to the village shop



Small lock ups



Saddlery/kennels



Fish and chip shop



Touring caravan site



Farm shop



Hairdresser/café



Medical services

10.9 Access to local shops within walking distance of your home reduces car usage,
encourages social cohesion and supports local businesses. These are all key indicators
of sustainable development. In accordance with sustainable planning principles and
reflecting community consultation, this Neighbourhood Plan seeks to support the existing
commercial facilities and supports the provision of additional services.
10.10 The National Planning Policy Framework requires planning authorities to ‘facilitate
flexible working practices such as the integration of residential and commercial uses
within the same unit’. As that requirement has not been interpreted into a Core Strategy
policy by Bassetlaw District Council, this Neighbourhood Plan makes some provision
through policy.
10.11 This can be done by encouraging mixed use development (residential development close
to B1-type development) and working from home, including alterations, extensions and
small, new workshops or studios. Encouraging people to work from home also enhances
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social cohesion and arrests the tendency for villages like Elkesley to be dormitory
villages. Increasing activity in the day time in the village also supports local business.
10.12 Facilitating the technology, in particular improving broadband connectivity and speed, to
enable people to work from home more easily is covered in Policy 9.
10.13 It was clear from the feedback that any industrial employment was only wanted on
Elkesley Park Industrial Estate.
10.14 As part of the consultation for the Yew Tree Road site the developer has proposed the
inclusion of several employment units as part of the scheme. This was supported in
principle by the community.

Policy 8: Small Businesses
1. Proposals for the development of employment uses will be supported provided
that they meet all the following criteria:
a. the development is for B1, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 or D1 uses19; and
b. the site is within the existing development boundary as shown in
Appendix A; and
c. the scale, design and form is in keeping with its surroundings; and
d. the nature of the operation does not affect the amenity of the
surrounding area; and
e. it will not create or exacerbate environmental or highway safety
problems.
2. Within the development boundary, planning permission will be granted where
the scheme is either to enable:
a. Businesses operating from integrated home/work locations and
extensions to enable home working will be supported within the
development boundary. So long as such proposals do not have a
detrimental impact on:
i. the character of the village; and
ii. residential amenity or; and
iii. highway safety.

Use Classes Order 1987(as amended) and the General Permitted Development Order 1995 (as
amended) B1 Offices (other than those that fall within A2), research and development of products and
processes, light industry appropriate in a residential area, A1: retail, A2: financial services, A3: cafes, A4
drinking establishments, A5 hot food take away, D1 non-residential institutions for more details please see
Appendix D.
19
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Broadband connectivity and home working
Justification
10.15 The Residents Survey found that 21% of working age residents work in Elkesley; it is
assumed that this means they work from home (this compares to 14% nationally)20.
38% of local people are in full time work, 13% are part time and 11% are self-employed
the remaining 38% are not in employment21.
10.16 The desire to work from home is driven by digital technology, an ageing population
reluctant to commute and an increase in self-employment generally. Given the socio
demographics in Elkesley Parish, the availability of high speed broadband will become
increasingly important to local people wishing to continue working at home.
10.17 The National Planning Policy Framework also supports the provision of broadband as it
plays a vital role in enhancing the offer of community facilities. Support for broadband
also reduces the need to travel and contributes to sustainable development. Good
internet access will also be a prerequisite for young people growing up in the Plan area
as well as attracting new people to come and live in Elkesley.
10.18 78% of the feedback in the Resident’s Survey supported an improvement to the current
broadband service. Whilst broadband is available within Elkesley the local exchanges
and service available is limited to less than 2.5Mb with a significant number of people
with less than this. The current superfast broadband rollout by Nottinghamshire County
Council will upgrade the Gamston exchange but this may not result in an improvement
for the village. Whilst the alternative options may result in an improvement to around
10Mb it is still a lot lower than the potential of 80Mb from fibre and will cost a lot more
money.
10.19 Policy 9 is intended to ensure that all developers consider the connectivity requirement
of their proposals at an early stage. It will inform adjustments or investment decisions to
ensure that the desired connectivity can be achieved in such a way as to contribute to
the wider network in rural Bassetlaw. The Policy is intended to ensure that major
developments like Yew Tree Road that can contribute to the provision of ducting for
communication purposes, these opportunities are maximised to benefit the local
community. The world of telecommunications is changing rapidly, it is considered that
the provision of fibre optic connections is the most robust and future proof method of
delivering connectivity. Other technologies may provide interim solutions.

Policy 9: Broadband
Proposals that provide access to a superfast broadband network to serve the
village and properties adjoin the network across the Parish will be supported.

20
21

ONS Study March 2014 reported in Financial Times
Understanding Elkesley
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11 Community Facilities
Justification
11.1 Objective 1 of this Neighbourhood Plan promotes growth in Elkesley to maintain and
increase the range and quality of community facilities in the Parish.
11.2 There are the following community facilities in Elkesley:
1. Village pub (the Robin Hood)
2. St Giles Church
3. Memorial Hall
4. Post office (open two afternoons a week in the village hall)
5. Playing field (with Multi Use Games Area)
6. Primary school
7. Village shop
11.3 Access to such a range of facilities within walking distance of your home reduces car
usage, encourages social cohesion and is vital to Elkesley’s sustainability. It is this range
of facilities that means Elkesley is defined as a ‘suitable location for limited rural growth’
in Bassetlaw District Council’s Core Strategy.
11.4 89% of respondents to the Residents Survey wanted these community facilities
protected. They are shown in Figure 5 on the following page.
11.5 The Neighbourhood Plan supports the provision of additional community facilities being
developed within the Parish within or adjoining the development boundary in accordance
with Bassetlaw District Council’s Policy CS8 of the Core Strategy ‘that they are of a scale
appropriate to the village’. The NPPF paragraph 70 refers to the need to ‘plan positively’
the provision of community facilities that ‘enhance the sustainability of communities and
enhance residential environments.’
11.6 The Consultation revealed a need for changing rooms on the playing fields and a public
toilet for both users of the park and for walkers on the Robin Hood Way. This project is
being currently developed and is identified in the list of Projects at Appendix B. There are
no other immediate requirements for further community buildings, however, the
consultation for this Plan has identified the opportunity to relocate and improve the
existing village shop as part of the Yew Tree Road development.
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Figure 5: Map of Community Facilities
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11.7 Discussions with the community as part of this Neighbourhood Plan process reinforced
the importance of protecting what Elkesley has. Therefore the loss of an existing facility
to an alternative use will be strongly resisted. It may be possible for the community
facility in question to be provided elsewhere as part of a proposed development (e.g. the
village shop). However, the facility would have to be to at least the same size and
standard as the existing and must be provided up front as part of any development. This
ensures that there is not a lengthy period between the closure of an existing facility and
its relocation.
11.8 The consultation also identified a range of additional sports provision like a running track
and boules and/or bowling facility that the community would like to see22. These are
listed as actions at Appendix B and the Parish Council will continue to explore funding
opportunities to deliver some or all of these facilities over the Plan period.
11.9 Once this Neighbourhood Plan is ‘made’ the community will receive 25% of the
Community Infrastructure Levy funds secured through any new development within the
Parish. The money raised from such development will be spent on delivering some of
these initiatives subject to further consultation with the community.

Policy 10: Protecting Community Facilities
1. In order to promote a thriving village for all ages, and not withstanding
permitted development rights, the redevelopment of community facilities for
non - community uses will be resisted unless it can be demonstrated that the
operation of the facility is no longer financially viable or necessary or that a
replacement facility of equal size and quality is provided elsewhere.
2. The relocation of community uses is permitted provided that it meets all of the
following criteria:
a. it is in an appropriate location within the Parish so that is accessible to
all by non-car modes; and
b. that there are appropriate levels of car parking provided; and
c. It should be provided up front as part of any proposed development.

22

See Residents Survey
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12 Environment
Justification
Non-vehicular routes
12.1 The consultation feedback showed consistently that people highly value Elkesley for its
access to the countryside. Elkesley Parish straddles 2 landscape areas, Sherwood policy
zones 40 and 21 in Bassetlaw District Council’s Landscape Character Study. As this is
one of the largest policy zones it makes only a passing reference to the open countryside
that makes up most of this Plan area. However it does note that the ‘landform is flat in
places, gently undulating and slopes downwards and towards the River Poulter’. This
river runs west to east through the Parish where it forms the Plan boundary on the east
side. Either side of the River is classed as Flood Zone 2 (it has an annual probability of
flooding of between 1 in 100 to 1 in 1000 years.) The Flood Zone forms a relatively
narrow band along the river and is sufficiently distant from the village so as not to cause
any fluvial flooding in the village.23
12.2 The Landscape Character assessment provides the following description. ‘The landscape
is mostly arable farmland delineated by hawthorn hedgerows, though belts of Scots pine
are also common field boundaries. A number of farmsteads are dotted throughout the
Policy Zone, these are generally adjacent to shelter belts and small clumps of woodland.’
The landscape has moderate condition and sensitivity to change and has an overall
strategy of Conserve and Create.24
12.3 Given the value placed on the countryside by local people it is vital that new development
minimises its environmental and visual impact by, wherever possible, maintaining
significant trees and hedgerows and provides an assessment of the biodiversity of any
green field site in accordance with Bassetlaw District Council’s Policy DM9 of the Core
Strategy.
12.4 At various consultation sessions people were asked to identify existing and propose nonvehicular routes. 71% or respondents wanted to extend the Rights of Way across the
Plan area and the Figure 6 shows the range of existing footpaths, bridleways and the
Robin Hood Way that runs through the Parish.
12.5 The relationship between these routes and the Local Wildlife Sites are shown in Figure 6.
Improving access to these sites was also part of Community Objective 4.
12.6 The provision of certain routes were very popular, particularly route A to the Thaymar
Dairy and Route B to Clumber Park. These would both be excellent cycling and walking
routes but as they both extend beyond the Plan boundary Elkesley Parish Council will
work with the adjoining parishes, Bassetlaw District Council and Nottinghamshire County
Council to encourage the development of these routes. A group has been established to
take this project forward (see Appendix B for more details.)
23
24

For the flood risk map see Environment Agency web site.
Landscape Character Assessment 2009
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12.7 The provision of benches along both existing and proposed footpath routes was also
raised throughout the consultation events. This also represents an action for the Parish
Council to progress with partners and which could be funded in part by any CIL from
development in the Parish (see Appendix B).
12.8 Given the focus on improving footpaths, maintaining and improving existing trees and
hedgerows will be encouraged. Given the expectation that climate change will continue
to mean more frequent extreme wet weather events increased tree and hedgerow
vegetation has the additional benefit of assisting in managing surface water run-off.

High quality natural environment in the Parish
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Figure 6: Non-vehicular routes: existing and proposed
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Open Space
Justification
12.9 Bassetlaw District Council’s Open Space Update Report 2012 identified that Elkesley is
one of only three Rural Service Centres (out of 23) that did not have its own amenity
green space. It proposed that ‘new informal open space provision (i.e. amenity green
space or natural and semi natural green space) should be sought minimum 0.37
hectares.’
12.10 This provides the justification for the requirement for this provision at Yew Tree Road as
detailed in Policy 6. The development at Yew Tree Road not only represents an
opportunity to make up this shortfall, the proposed open space will serve as a community
space pulling together the rather disparate developments of Headland Avenue, the
exisitng Yew Tree estate and the historic core of the village.
12.11 The Parish Council will promote a network of new non-motorised vehicular routes within
the Plan area. Where necessary they will work with adjoining Landowners, tenants,
Parishes and Bassetlaw District Council and Nottinghamshire County Council to
encourage the continuation of these routes outside the Parish to key places of interest.

Policy 11: Conservation and Enhancement of Non Vehicular Routes
1. All development outside the development boundary which is related to
improving, extending or creating new non-motorised vehicular routes as
identified in Figure 6 will be permitted where the proposals meet all the
following criteria:
a. do not detract from the landscape character or areas of identified
ecological value as defined in the most recent Landscape Character
Assessment Study; and
b. are for enhancing the enjoyment of the biodiversity; and
c. would not harm the Local Wildlife Site at the Poulter Valley Plantation.
2. Where applicable development should seek to conserve or enhance the
biodiversity value of the area by:
a. avoiding areas of recognised importance for notable habitats or species;
and
b. seeking to retain and incorporating notable features such as trees and
hedgerows.
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13 Implementation and Review
13.1 The policies in this Plan will be implemented by Bassetlaw District Council as part of their
development management process. Where applicable Elkesley Parish will also be actively
involved. Whilst Bassetlaw District Council will be responsible for development
management, Elkesley Parish Council will use the Neighbourhood Plan to frame its
representations on submitted planning applications.
13.2 The use of section 106 agreements for Affordable Housing, planning conditions and the
Community Infrastructure Levy by Bassetlaw District Council will be expected to assist in
delivering the objectives of this Plan.
13.3 The Parish Council will use this and other funds as leverage to secure funding from other
programmes, for example the Lottery and other Government initiatives as they become
available.
13.4 As the Neighbourhood Plan will become part of a hierarchy of planning documents the
Parish Council will also look to District and County Council investment programmes
where a policy and/or project can be shown to be delivering District and County
objectives. This will be particularly relevant in relation to the extension of non-vehicular
routes.
13.5 The impact of the Neighbourhood Plan policies on influencing the shape and direction of
development across the Plan area will be monitored by the Parish Council. If it is
apparent that any policy in this Plan has unintended consequences or is ineffective it will
be reviewed. This is particularly relevant in relation to the bridge over the A1 to Elkesley
Park Industrial Estate. The impact this has on the commercial viability of redeveloping
the estate and in turn the impact that has on the village will need to be assessed once
the bridge is in place.
13.6 Any amendments to the Plan will only be made following consultation with Bassetlaw
District Council, local residents and other statutory stakeholders as required by
legislation.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Development Boundary of Elkesley
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Appendix B: List of Projects
13.7 Throughout the consultation on the Neighbourhood Plan several other areas for
development have been identified, and although not part of the Neighbourhood Plan,
were seen as important to the village and gave grounds to develop them into projects.
13.8 The projects will be supported and undertaken by Elkesley Parish Council, however it is
anticipated that some of the projects will be led by villagers on behalf of Elkesley Parish
Council and these villagers will be responsible for forming groups to take the projects
forward. The projects are listed below in no priority order.
Number
Name
1
Seating

2

New
Signage

3

Public
rights of
Way.

Rational
Status
During the early consultation several residents,
Ongoing
especially the elderly, requested more seating on
pathways, the playing field and Crookford
Waters. Seating will not be a stand-alone project,
but should be considered in other projects and
any seating should be vandal proof. There have
been some suggestions that seats could be
bought as memorials to loved ones, Elkesley PC
will look into this
Several requests have been made regarding new Start 2015
‘welcome’ signs into the village. Signs on the A1
showing villages services. Better signs in the
village. It is anticipated that Elkesley PC will take
this project on after the new bridge is opened
Access to the countryside is one of the few
Ongoing
assets the village has. Routes are well used by
dog walkers, ramblers, cyclists and horse riders.
The Robin Hood Way already attracts tourists
and walkers. Visitors use local facilities like the
shop, Robin Hood Pub and Indian Restaurant.
Further and improved rights of way would attract
more visitors and provide further employment
etc. A village equestrian business is to some
degree enhanced by the current rights of way.
Therefore bridleways are important. There are
many trails around the parish that at the
moment are well used for recreation, but are not
designated rights of way. Therefore, where
possible, it would be desirable to upgrade as
many as possible. Each new route may need a
separate project because of the complexities
each will produce.
Proposed Public Rights of way can be seen in
Figure 6.
A. Negotiation needed
B. Refused access some years ago, could
reinvestigate
C. Negotiation
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C/D. Negotiation needed for footpath to be
upgraded to bridleway.
D. Negotiation needed (see No 4)
E. G. Land owner not agreeable to change
F. only to be foot path and part of Yew tree
development
The various consultations and questionnaires
have highlighted how the villagers valued the
land south of the village along the River Poulter
to Crookford. A group has been formed to scope
the project and work with the landowners and
tenants to enhance the area
The village football team desperately need
changing facilities and have requested the
Elkesley PC to help them. Also during the
consultation children using the playing field
requested assess to a toilet. Many ramblers use
the village to access the Robin Hood Way and
some have in the past suggested public toilets
would be of benefit to them. The changing room
project is to enhance, add to and complete a
mufti-phase development of play and sports
facilities on the village sports field which is a
‘Fields in Trust site’ This project has started and
is being facilitated by Elkesley PC.
The Boules Area was identified in the earlier NP
consultations and Elkesley PC was successful in
applying for match funding from BDC. The
Boules group provided the labour, BDC funding
the materials and the Boules Area was officially
opened in summer 2014
The BMX tract was identified early in the
consultation process. Elkesley PC is working with
a group of volunteers to develop the track. Some
match funding has been secured for materials.
The project has been delayed due to issues
around soil movement but once these are solved
the project will start again.
In the consultations and surveys several
residents identified that they would like to see
Yew Tree area developed into a village green. In
consultation on the design of the Yew Tree area
the landowner indicated he would gift an area of
this site to the Parish Council. Should the area
be gifted to the PC then they will take
responsibility and keep it as a green space.
The group survey and resident’s survey showed
support for a Bowling Green. A group needs to be
established to take this forward.
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There is not enough space within the village for a
running track however the PC will look at putting
distance makers for runners around the village.
Support from consultations and surveys
identified a need for a cycle track, the BMX track
will go some way to covering this as we don’t
have space for a proper cycling track however
the PC will look at mapping out cycle routes in
the area
Early consultation and the resident’s survey gave
support for allotments. However identifying a
suitable site with suitable soil needs further
investigation which the Elkesley PC will take
forward on completion of the bridge
In the consultations and surveys there was
support to improve Tourism to the area, and
support for small Touring sites of 5 or less. One
site has been approved as a 5 van site but is not
yet established
Throughout the process of the Neighbourhood
Plan we had difficulty engaging with the young
people of the village. This has led to the PC
introducing a Youth Council and they will be
identifying projects and taking these forward with
the support of the PC
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Appendix C: Use Classes
Use Classes were defined in The Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987
(as amended) which puts uses of land and buildings into various categories. A link to
these can be found below.
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/permission/commonprojects/changeofuse/
(11/11/2014)
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